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WORKSHOP MANUAL Section L 1 

L1 -1 

Introduction 

lntrodu aion 
The sealed cooling system comprises an expansion 
bottle (header tenk on Cornietqe cars), a radiator, and a 
pump. Also various passages and pipes ro convey the 
coolant amund the system (see fig. L 1 - l ) .  

On Corniche cars from approximatety mid t 984 
an expansion bortle was introduced to provide a 
means of retaining any overflowing cwlant With the 
introduction of this expansion bottle the overflow, 
situated beneath the header tank filler cap, was 
deleted leaving onty the overflow pipe from the 
pressurn valve. The overflow pipe being connected to 
the expansion bottle on the lefr-hand from inner wing. 

A mixture containing equal amounts of apprwed 
anti-freszdsummer coolant and water should be used 
in the system at all rimes. 

The cwlam in the system should always be 
maintained at the cortecr level and this must be 

- 
checked at the intemls specified in the sewice 
schedules 
Cars fmed with a coolant expansion bonle 
tt is not necessary to remove the radiator wp to check 
the coolant level as the system incorpora# a 
transparent expansion bottle. 
Note 
If a full check is to be mrried out refer to page L5-3. 

Cars not Wed with a coolant expansion bottle 
The -ling system is psassurited. Do not remove the 
radiator filler cap while the engine is running w when 
the engine is hat otherwise imsrnal pressure will blow 
out the ha coolant If it is necessary to check the +eve1 
of cwlam when the engine is hot muffle the filler cap 
with a thick cloth. Gradually turn the cap anti- 
clockwise until the pressure is Muced, then n m m  
the cap. 

Fig. L1 -1 Diagrammatic view of the tooling system 
Inset - Corniche radiator and header tank. Doned line - Cars not fined with a coolant expansion bonle 



fhe emkm pump is situated at f i e  front of the The temperature of the coolant is mgiaered on 
engine and is driven from the crankshaft by twin the gauge situated on the facia- Wenever the gnition 
matched 'V-' belts. is on, a transmitter situated in the thmmsmt busing 

Three  types of coolant pump and fan coupling signals the coolant temperature to the gauge 
have becn fitted. For identification purposes 
throughout th~s Chapter they are quoted as type A. B, 
and C. 

Type A (see fig. 14-1 ) was fined up to early in 
1981. 

Type B (see fig. L4-2) was then imroduced and 
fitted to cars prior to the vehicle identification numhrs 
(VIN) quoted for t y ~ e  C 

Type C (see fig. L4-3) was f i e d  to cars from the 
following vehicle identification numbers (VINJ. 
Rolls-Royce Silver Spirit 
*SCAZS42A9ECX085 1 7s 
* SCAZ S42A2 ECX08 5 1 S* 
W5CAZS42A6ECXO8524* 
*scAZS42A7ECXO8600* 
+SCAZS42AOECX08 602s , 

.KSCAZS42A8ECX08685+ 
*SCAZS42A1 ECX08690* and onwards 

Rolls-Rope Siiver Spur 
#SCAZN42AOECXO8641+ 
~cSc~zN42ASECX08658* 
+SCAZN42A8ECX08659* 
SSCAZN42A7 ECX08667Jt: and onwards 

Bentley Mulsanne 
*SCBf S42A7ECX08608f and onwards 

Bentiey Mulsanne Turbo 
Q SCBZSOT08ECHO8537* and onwards 

Bentley Eight 
%SCBZS8004ECH08862* and onwards 

Bentley Turbo R 
*SCBtSOTOXFCt4128344F and onwards 

Comiche 
.JcSCAZ D42A7 ECX08 879g and onwards 

Continental 
+SCBZDOOOl FCH09030* and onwards 

Coolant from the tattom of the mdiator is pumped 
via transfer pipes and crankcase passages directly onto 
the outside of the 'wet' type engine cylinder liners and 
then into the cylinder heads. From the cylinder heads 
the coolant travels along passages east in the inlet 
manifold and flows past the thermostat to the top of 
the radiator. 

When the engine is cold the thermostat is closed 
Therefore. the coolant bypasses the radiator matrix 
and is recirculated through the engine to reduce the 
warnup period. Once normal operating tempemure is 
attained, the thermostat opens and the coolant is 
directed to the radiator. 

April 1985 
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Radiator assembly and 
Expansion bottle 

The radiator assembly and expansion bottle (header 
tank only on Comiche cars prior to mid 1984) are 
mounted in the engine compartment a t  the front of 
the car {see figs. L2-2 and K-3). 

Rsdiaor assembly 
This assembly is situated between the front of the 
engine and the radiator griffe. It is attached te the body 
at four points (two on each side). 
All cars other than Comiche 
The radiator is fitted with s cap that operates as both a 
pressure and vacuum relief value. The wake controls 
the pressure in the system to between 0.96 bar and 
1.24 bar ( l  4 Ibf/i$ and 1 8 Ibf/in2] by releasing the 
expanding coolant past a springloaded seat and into a 
pipe that connects to the expansion bbrtle. Should the 
exmnsion bonle overflow. the excess coolant is vented 
via an overflow pipe. In addition, the reversible seal 
within the cap acts as a vacuum valve and opens at 
0.07 bar ( l  IbVinz) below armospherie pressure 

Under no circumstances should the radiator 
pressure cap be remwed whilst the engine is hot 
orherwise, scalding fluid and steam may be blown out 
of the radiator. 

Rubber hoses connect the inler and outlet pipes of 
the radiator with their respective connections on the 
engine. W o n  drive dips are used to retain the hoses. 

A brass drain tap with a tapered rhread is screwed 
into the bottom of the radiator. 

Radiator assembly - To remove and fit 
1. Carry out the usual workshop safety precautions. 
2. Remove the bonnet (see Chapter S). 
3. Drain the coolant (see Section 15). 
4. Unscrew the worm drive clips securing the top 
hose to the thermostat outlet elbow and to the 
radiator. Free the joints and withdraw the hose. Bbnk 
the open connections. 
5. Unscrew the worm drive clips securing the bottom 
hare To the coolant pump and to the radiator. Free the 
joints and withdraw the hose. Blank the open 
connections. 
6. Cars fitted with a coolant expansion bmle 
Slacken the worm drive clips securing the hose from 
the expansion bottle. Free the joints and withdraw the 
hose. 
Cars nm fitted with a coolant expansion battle 
Slacken the worm drive clips securing the hose from 
the header tank to the coolant pump. Free the joims 
and withdraw the hose. Disconnect the electrical , 
connectors on the coolan7 level indicator switch. 
7. Unscrew the two pipe union connections situated 
on the bottom of the radiator (see fig. L2-l) .  One pipe 

w n v w s  oil from the transmission where it is cooled in 
a separate matrix installed in the base of the radiator 
and the orher pipe returns the cooled dl to the 
transmission. Blank the open connections. 
8. Secure a sheet of foam rubber to the radiator 
matrix inside the fan cowl. This will afford protection 
to the matrix when the fan assembly is withdmwn. 
g. rm A (see page LI-211 Removt the four nuts 
securing the fan assembly m the mlant  pump spigor 
(see fig U4. A). CoIlea the washers. 

(Type B} Remove the satscrem and dog ioenion 
washer securing the fan assembly to the eaolant pump 
spindle (see fig. K-4, 8). 

(Type C) Unscrew the Eaton type fan coupling 
from the spindle, noting that it has a left-hand thread 
{see fig. U4,4. 
Note 
All T urbocharged cars have Type C fan coupling 
retention. 
10. Wnhdraw the fan assembly from the spigot and 
lift it upwards past the refrigeration and steering 
pumps. 

If It is necessary to-prise the fan assembly 
flange fotwatd off the cootant pump s p i g a  use 
enmma care. 
5 l .  Unscrew the two nufs retaining the hose dips to 
the left-hand side of the radiator. Cdlect the washers 
and free the clips (not applicable to Corniche cars). 

Fig. U-l Bottom of radiator assembty 
1 Oil connection from transmission 
2 Radiator 
3 Oil connection to transmission 
4 Bottom hose retaining clip 
5 Drain tap 



12. T emporartty suppon the weight af the radiator (see fig. U-2). Collen the washers. 
assembly. . 14. Withdraw the radiator assembty in an upwards 
1 3. Unscrew the -four mounting setscrews {two on direetion. 
escCt side) securing the tadiaor assembly in position 1 5. Immediately the radiator is rsmoved, secure 

Fig. U-2 Radiator and axpansion bottle AI[ ears other than Comiche 
Inser - Updated expansion bottle (1 985 and onwards) 
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blanks to the inlet and outlet connections and half f i l  
with coolant 
1 6. fit the radiator assernbhl by reversing W 
procedure given for removal Note the special torque 
tightening figures (see Section L6). and the toque 
spanner RH 9747 neeessziq for securing the Eaton 
type fan coupling. 

Radiator assrmbly - To dismuntle and assemble 
1. Unscrw the nuts securing the fan cowl to the 
radiator. Collect the washers and whdraw both the 
upper and Lower halves of the crrwt 
2. Unscrew the drain tap from the bottom of the 
radiator. 
3. Corniche 
Unscrew the worm drive clips securing the'radiator to 
header tank pipe. Free the joints and withdraw the hose. 
Remove the nuts and bob securing the header tank to 
the radiator. Remove the header tank. 
4. f o assemble the radiator, commence by coating 
the studs with Weiseat 
5. Inspect the condition of the foam rubber strips 
secured to the edges of the fan cowl 
6. Fit the two halves of the fan cowl as shown in 
figures L2-S and U-6. 
7; Fit the washers and cowl retaining nuts. On cars 
other than Corniche ensure that the lwu hose securing 
clips arc fined to the top twu studs on the left-hand 
side (see fig. L2-5). 
8. Screw the retaining nuts onto the studs until the 
nuts and washers just contact the oowf, then tighten 
each nut a further one and a quarter turns. 
9. After tightening the cowl retaining nuo. again coal 
the nuts and studs with Wellseal. 
10. Screw the drain tap into the bottom of the 
radiator. 
7 7 .  Corniche 
Secure the header tank to the radiator using the nuts 
and bolts. Fit the radiator to header tank pipe and 
secure with worm drive clips. 

Rsdiatot - To reverse flush 
Refer to Section L5, Coolant. 

Expansion bottle {if firtsd) 
The plastic expansion bortle is situated on the left- 
hand valance in front of the wheel arch. 

The bottle has an inlet connection from the 
radiator and an outlet connection to  atmosphere. 
Situated on top of the assembly is the filler cap. 

The coolant level indicator switch (if fitred) may 
be positioned in the top or the side of the bottle. 

Expansion bottle - t o  remwa and fit 
1. Unscrew the worm drive clips securing the hoses 
to the connections on the expansion bottle. Free the 
joints and whhdnw the hoses The coolant from the 
battle should be allowed to drain in10 a clean 
conrai ner. Blank the open connecfions. 
2. Diseonnecr the electrical leads from the cpolant 
level indicator switch (if fitted)- 
3. Hold the expansion bottle and remove the three 
mounting setscrews. 

Fig. U-3 Radiator and connecting pipework 
Corniche 

1 Overflow to expansion bottle (if fined) 
2 Header tank to radiator 
3 Pump to header tank 
4 Radiator to thermostat housing 
5 Transmission oil cocrler pipes 
6 Radiator to pump 

Fig. L24 Fan assembly retention 
A Original type 
B Dog location type 

' C Eaton type (left-hand thread) 

Wnhdraw the expansion benle. 
4. Fit the expansion bonle by reversing the removal 
procedure, noting the cbalant toppinpup procedure 
given in Section L5. 

- 
TSD *A00 

Augur: 1985 



from rewram prcswm 
All b#wthr fans m d6Ctriglly 

asssmbli and the sewice demib are 6omimd in 
Chapter M. 

Fig. L2-5 Mounting points for radiator and fan 
cowl All can other than Corniche 

1 Fan cowl retaining nuts 
2 Radiator mounting setscrews 

Fig. U-6 Mounting paints for radiator and fan 
Cowl Comiche 

1 Rad~ator mounting setscrews 
2 Fan cowl retaining nuts 

Cooling system booster fan 
A booster fan is located between the radiator grille and 
the refrigeration wndenser and is switched from a 
temperature sensor located in the thermostar housing. 

On cars fined wrth a cycling clutch air 
conditioning unit either a single fan or twin booster 
fans are fined depending upon The Fars specification 
(see Chapter A Section A3). Both systems are 
switched from either engine coolant temperature. or 
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The thermostat housing is situated at the fomard end 
of the induction manifold (see fig. 13-1 1. 

There are four similar types of thermostat housing 
dependent upon the specification of the veh~cle. One is 
an integral pan of the induction manifold casting and 
the other three are detachable. being connected ro the 
induction manifold by transfer pipes 

A number of electrical switches are fitted into the 
thermostat housing dependent upon the specification 
of the vehicle. f he service details relating to these 
switches are contained in  either Chapter M, Elettriwl 
system or Chapter U. Emission control sysrems. 

Thermostat 
The engine cooling system incorporares a wax element 
thermostat (see fig. 13-21. This reduces the engine 
warm-up time by recirculating the coolant leaving the 
engine back to the coolant pump. thus by-passing the 
radiator. As the coolant approaches its normal working 
temperature the thermostat opens and allows the 
engine coolant to flow through rhe radiator. When the 
thermostat is in the fully open position it ctoses the 
bypass circuit 

On top of the thermostat is the bridge piece and 
into this is secured the fixed piaon rod. 

The valve assembly containing the wax capsule 
seat. is on rhe underside of the top flange. It is biased 
in this posit~on by a spring and retained by a 'U' piece. 

A second outer 'U' piece (by-pass valve) loaded by 
a light poundage spring. is fitted to the bottom of the 
thermostat to operate the by-pass circuit. 

The top flange incorporates a vent hole containing 
a jiggle pin. This vent allows air to escape when the 
cooling system is being filled. When the system is 
operating the jiggle pin rises to dose the vent 

Also situated around the top flange are fusible 
plugs. These plugs me11 at approximat!ey 124'C 
(255'Fj and provide vent holes for the coolant. in the 
evenr of the rhermonat not opening, to control the 
coolant temperature. 

The thermostat operates when the coolant 
temperature approaches between 8 5'C and 89'C 
(1 85'F and 1 92'F). At this point the wax in the 
capsule changes its state and expands rapidly. The 
expansion compresses the rubber sleeve forcing rt off 
the end of the tapered piston tod. As the sleeve is an 
integral pan of the main valve assembly. th~s 
movement is transmined ro the vake moving it 
downwards of[ its seat. A small quantity of warm 
coolant is then allowed .to pass between the valve and 
its seat ro the radiator matrax. where it is cmled. 

Funher nses rn englne coolant temperature cause 
a progressive openrng of. the main valve until a 

Thermostat housing assembly 

Fig. L3-f Thermostat housing sssernbly 

temperature of between 99.C and 102'C (2 10'F afid 
2 15'FI 1s attarned. At these temperatures the main 
valve is fully open [maximum travel,, 1 4,27 mm (0.562 
in ) ] .  

When the marn valve assembly has opened 
10 mm (0.375 in). the by-pass vake on the base of 
the thermostat assembly will have moved under spring 
pressure suffic~ently to close the coolant by-pass 
clrcuil and all coolant is then d~rected to the radiator 
marnx. 

A decrease In englne temperature wilt cause the 
wax iv the capsule to contracr and. due to spring 
pressure, close the marn valve and also open the by- 
pass c~rcuit. 

The thermostat maln vatve assembly. being 
senslrlve to the temperature of the surrounding 



coolant controls !he flow of coolsnt to the radiator 
matrix to sulr the requ~rernents of the engine. 

At the servrce intervals quoted in the Service 
Schedules Manual a new thermostat should be f ined 

Do not mernpt to adjust the thermostat. 

Thermostat - To remove 
1. Carry out the usual workshop safety precautions. 
2. Drain approximateiy half the radiator coolant into a 
cban comainer (see Section L5). 
3. If the vehicle is fined with an air injection system, 
rernwe either the relief valve assembly or the air 
divener valve. 
4. Disconnect the electrical connection from the 
thermostat outlet elbow. 
5. On cars fined with SU HI F7 carburetters. remove 
the setscrew securing the air intake elbow to the 
steady bracket Collect the washer. 

Unscrew the TWO setscrews securing the steady 
bracket to the thermasrat outlet e l m .  Coftect the 
washers and bracket 
6. Unscrew the setscrews securing the outlet elbowbow 
to the thermostat housing. Collect the washera 
7. F.ree the joint and lift off the thermonat ewer. 
8. Lift the thermonat wt of the housing. 

Thermostat - To Rt 
Fit the thermostat by reversing the procedure given for 
removal. noting the following. 
1. Ensure that the Jomt faces are clean. 
2. Atways use a new gasket 
3. Fill the cooling system as described in Section t5. 

Fig. L3-2 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Thermostat 
Jiggle pin 
Tapered pinon rod 
Top flange 
Fustble plug 
M a ~ n  valve 
Rubber sleeve 
Wax filled element 
By-pass valve 

Therm~strt = To test 
1. Remove the thermostat from the engine. 
2. Suspend the thermostat and a thermomerer in a 
container f i led with engine coolant 
3. Ensure rhat neither the thermostat nor the 
thermometer are touching the container. 
4. Slowly heat the coolant. nirring continuously to 
ensure a uniform temperature. 
5. Note when the thermostat opens and cohpare the 
temperature with the information contained in the 
following table. 

(0.562 in)] between 99'C and l OZ'C (21 V F  and 

Da not attempt to adjust the,thermostrt 
setting. If its operation is suspect, fit a new unit  
6. Allow me test equipment to cool and remove the - 

thermostat 
7. Examine the condition of the fusible plugs situated 
around the top of the thermostat body (see fig. L3-2). 
Ensure ihm they are intact and in good condition. 

Thermostat housing - To remove and fit 
On cars other than those fmed with SU HIF7 
carburetters. the thermostat housing is detachable 
from the induction manifold and can be removed as 
follows. 
1. Carry out the usual workshod safety precautions. 
2. Drain the engine coolant (see Section t5). 
3. Disconnect the electrical connections fmm the 
various switches in the thermostat housing and outlet 
elbow. Label each connection to facilitate assembly. 
4. If the vehicle is fined with an air injection system, 
remwe either the relief valve assembly or the air 
divemer valve (refer to the appropriate section of 
Chapter U). 
5. Slacken the worm drive clip securing the rubber 
outlet hose. free the joinr and withdraw the hose. 
6. Unscrew the three setscrews retain~ng the 
thermostat by-pass pipe to the coolant pump. 
7. Free the joint and remwe the thermostat housing. 
Discard the gasket. Slight resistance may be 
encountered when withdrawing the housing due to the 
rubber sealing rings situated on the transfer pipes. 
8. Fir the thermostat housing by reversing the 
procedure given for removal. noting that the rubber 
sealing rings are in good condition. 
9. Fill the cooling sysrem as described in Section L5. 
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The caolant pump is situated et the front of the engine 
and is belt driven from the crankshaft pulley (see 
page L1-l). 

The pump draws &ant from rhe bottom tank of 
the raditor assrmbly and pumps it via the coolam 
galleries in the uankcase to circulate directly onto the 
outside of the cylinder liners From this poim the 
&ant circuhtes through galleries in the top of the 
crankcase. via the cylinder head and induction 
manifold to the thermostat housing. 

Dependent upon the tempuratura in the 
thermostar housing, the coolam either bpassec the 
radiator (because the rhermosta is closed) and is 
recirculated through the engine or it passes through 
the thermostat to be -led in the radiator assembly. 

The coolant pump is fmed to the engine as an 
individual component When either wethaul or 
maintenance work becomes necessary it is nm 
essential to remove the complete assembly, the pump 
body can remain fmed to the engine and all moving 
parts withdrawn as a sub-assembly (see figs. L4-1. 
L4-2. and L4-3). 

Coolant pump 

. 
H drr coolant pump requires wehaul )t k 

recommanded that a smwice mpl8cmmmnt unit is 
fitt.d. 

Howwer. if this is not possibk for my reawn the 
existing assembly can be overhauled. 

Irnpslkr and baring uumbly -To nmovll (SW 
figs. L 4 1  , M-2, and W3) 
1. Drive the car omo a ramp and carry out the usual 
&hop safety precautions. 
2. Raise the ramp m a conwnient working height 
3. Dtain the coolant (see Section L5). 
4. Sewn r piece of foam rubber inside the fan cowl 
to protect the radiator matrix 
5. (Type A) Remwe the four nuts securing the fan 
assembly to the coolant pump spigot (see fig. L2-4.A). 
Collect the washers. 
(Type B) Remove the setscrew and dog location 
washer securing the fan assembly to the coolam pomp 
spindle (see fig. K-4.0). 
(Type C) Unscrew the Eaton type fan coupling from 

Fig. L4-1 Coolant pump ( T y p  A) 
7 Pulley mounting flange 3 Sealing gland counterface 5 Sealing gland 
2 Shaft and bearing assembly 4 Bearing lacat~ng screw 6 Impeller 



W2 

the spindie. noting that it is has a left-hand thread (see 
fig. U4. C). 
Not. 
All Turbothrgcd cars haw Type c fan coupiing 
mentiwr. 
6. Withdraw the fan assembly from the spigot and 
lift it upwards past the refrigeration and steenng 
pumps 

H it is nemswy to prise the fmn assembly 
flmnge forward off thm coolant pump spigot use 
extreme Wm. 

On Carniche and Turbocharged cars from 
approximately mid 1984. a modified cooling fan and 
coupling were introduced in addidon. Comiche cars 
have a spacing washer f i  between the fan and 
coupling (see fig L4-3, inset). 

From l 986 model year, the rndifmd metal fan 
and coupling were introduced onto all cars, with the 
exmpnon af cars built to a United Kingdom 
specificstion, which retain the piastie fan assembly. 
7. Release the tension of the drive bet& Re- the 
behs. 
8. Carefully slide the coohrn pullay forward to meal 
rhe bearing housing s e t s c r m  

9. Unscrew the setscrows thn secure the b r i n g  
housing to the cootarn pump casing. 
10. Wnhdraw the bearing housing eonaininp a11 ?he 
maving pans. 

At this $!age of the removal procedure it is 
pssible to manoeuvre *c pufley assembly off the 
spina 
l l .  Re- and discard the rubber '0' ring from the 
pump casing. 
1 2  If the -sing is to be removed. refar to-Coolant 
pump msing - To mmwk 

Coolant pump casing - To rmmwm 
1. Refer to Impeller and bearing assembty - To 
n m w e  and carry out Operations 1 to 8 inclusive, 
2 Slacken the worm drive clips sscuring both ends 
of the r a d h r  bottom h a  Free the joints and 
withdraw the host. 
3. If the car k fined with m air diverter wtve and/or 
air injection pump it should be removed EIS described 
in the appropriats saction of C m  U. 
4. L- the N k e y  pulley and unscrew the 
setserew h r n  the adjustmem slot Cdlect the washer. 
5. Rernwe the nut and washer from the @key 

Fig. L4-2 Coolant pump (Type B) 
1 . Dog locatian.washer 4 Distance piece 7 Impeller 
2 Spindle 5 Rear bearing Inset - Eaton type fan coupling 
3 Fronr bearing 6 Pumpseal (All Mulsanne Turboeharged cars 

prior to mid 1 984) - 
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Fig. L 4 3  Coolant pump vype C) 
1 Spindle 5 Rear bearing Inset - Modified fan and 
2 Abutmem washer (outer) 6 Abutment washer (inner) coupling assembly 
3 Front bearing 7 Pump seal A S w i n g  washer (Comiche ears only) 
4 Distsnce piece 8 Impeller 

\ 

pulley pivot pin and withdraw the joekey pulley. 
6. Remove the steering pump lower mounting (sec 
Chapter NI. 
7. Aernwe the ahemstor and mounting bracket (see 
Chapter M). 
8. Remove the refrigeration compressor and 
mounting bracket (see Chapter C). tt is nat necessary 
to disturb me refrigerant pipes as the purpose of this 
operation is to move the compressor from the vicinity 
of the coolant pump easing. Take care not to either 
damage or scratch other compnents if the wmpressur 
is lodged on the engine. 
9; Unscrew the setscrew securing the heater return 
pipe into the rear face of the pump easing. withdraw 
the pipe 
10. Unscrew the setscrews retaining the t h e m m  
bypass elbow. either withdraw the elbow or lift it. 
upwards when the pump casing is withdram 
1 1. Unscrew and rsmoye the two lower setscrews 
that secure the pump &sing to rhe crankwe, collect 
the washers 
12. Unscrew the two remaining setscrem situated at 

the top of tire pump casing that are fitted from the 
crankcase side. collect b e  washem 
13. Withdraw the eoofsnt pump casing and the 
neoprene sealing strip fitted to the lower edge. 
14. Using a sharp knife. cut the paper gasket across 
the upper edge of the crankshaft front cover and 
discard this ponion of the gasket 

Coolant pump - To dismmmlm 
1. Remove the impeller and bearing assembly from 
the coobnt pump casing (refer to lmpsller and bearing 
assembly - To remove). 
2 Withdnrw t k  impeller from the pump shaft using 
the special anramor RH 7098. 
3. [Type A) Remwe the peg screw that retains the 
bearing assembly in the housing. Suppon the bearing 
housing and using a mallet drive the baring assembly 
forward out of the casting. Discard the seal and 
#runterface. 
vypes B and C) Remove the rear circlip from the 
spindle and mp out the spindle from the housing using 
a mallet and aluminium dnfL Turn the housing over 



a d  remove the cirelip mining the from bearing. 
Tfrsn. tap out b t h  the front and rear bearings. 
together with the distance piece, and abutmern 
washem (if finad ). Discard the pump seal. 

Cookm pump - To inspen 
T ~ p e  A 
1. Examine the shaft and karing assembly for wear 
and damage. The assembly contains lubricant 
the&fm. no attempt should be mud. to  wash i t  
clean. 
2 Normally it will not be necessary to remove the 
pulley mounting flange from the pump shah However. 
if the diameter of the impeller end of the shaft is ehber 
below the specified limits or damaged and a service 
replacemern pump is not available, it will be necessary 
to withdraw the flange. 

Fig. L 4 4  Coolant pump dimensional data (Type A) 

Driving fiange bore 

Flange end of shaft 

Impeller bore 

Impeller end of shaft 

Fig. L45 Pump shaft seal and counterfaca (Type A) 
t Counterface 
2 Sealing gland 
3 Metat cwer (outer sutfaee to be coated 

with waterproofing solution) 

18.905 mm to 18,918 mm 
(0.7443 in to 0.7448 in) 

18.948 mm to 18.961 mm 
(0.7460 in to 0.7465 in) 

t 5.875 mm to 1 5,887 mm 
(0.6250 in to  0.6255 in) 

15,905 mm to 15.91 8 mm 
{0.6262 in to 0.6267 in) 

3. If the Range is remowd. check that the bore of - 

the flange is within the specified limits (see fig. L4-4). 
4. Check that the interference fit bemveen both ends 
of the pump shah and their respective bres are within 
the specified limits (see fig. L4-41. 
Types B and C 
1. Examine the spindle for wear and damage. 
2. Examine the bearings for free movement and the 
inner bores for wear and damage. - 
Nonnilly if the coolant pump is faulty r ssnrica 
exehmnge unit should bm fitted. H this is not 
wailable, proceed w follows. 

Coalant pump To assemble (see fig. L4-t ) 
T~pe A 
It is essential to  keep all perm clean during the 
assembly procadurm. 
1. Before commencing to assemble the coolant 
pump, ensure that any damage marks on the joint 
faces of the baring housing and pump casing are . 

rectified using a fine carborundum stone. 
2 Camfully fit the sealing gland into the metal cwer. 
3. Lightly coat the outer surface of the metal sealing 
gbnd cover with a waterproofing solution such as 
Lmire Superfast 572 pipe sralant (see fig. L4-5). 
4. Fit the seating gland assembly into the impeller 
end of the bearing housing. The assembly must be 
flush wmh the end of the housing. 
5. Wipe any surplus seatant from the assembly. 
6. Fit the seal counterface onto the pump shah until 
the chamfered face abuts the shbujder. 
7. lnsen the impeller end of the shaft into the front 
end of the beating housing. Align the locating screw 
holes then, using a mallet tap the bearing assembly 
into the bore of the housing until the tocating screw 
can be fitted. 
8. Fit the locating screw. 
9. Ensure that the impeller end of the shaft and the 
bore of the impeller are clean and free from burrs. 
10. Lightiy smear Retinax A grease or its equivalent 
onto the mating surfaces of both the impeller and 
shaft . . 

l l .  Press the impeller into positionbn the shaft 
noting that a load of at least 363 kgf (800 lbf) should 
be required. This ensures that the correct interference 
fit exists between the mating facer 
3 2. Using feeler gauges. ensure that the gap between 
the face of the karing housing and impeller is 
between 1,f 43 mm and 1,219 mm (0.045 in and 
0.048 in). 
13. Spin the assembly to ensure that the shaft m e s  
f mly. . . 

14. If the pulley mourning f ange has been remored. 
smear bath the flange and shaft mating surfaces with 
Retinax A grease or its equivalent Press the f tange 
onto the shaft to tht dimension given in figure 14-6. 

A load af at least 6t 2 kgf (1 350 IbfJ should be 
requlred to press the flange onto the shaft to  ensure 
the correct interference fit 
15. Check the pulley mounting flange run out (see fig. 
L4-71: this must not exceed 0.05 mm (0.002 in). 
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16. Check that the pulley mounting flange is squatt 
m the pump shaft- this must not exceed 0.025 mm 
(0.001 in) out of spuare (see fiQ. L4-7). 
17. Lighdy coat the flange studs with either Loctite 
Studlock or Loaite 270 and screw them into the 
fbnge to a length of 52.07 mm (2.050 in). Altow the 
toctite to harden before attempting to.fit the coolam 
VP assembly to the engine. - 

Types B and C 
It k ersemil to keep all p s m  dean during the 
membly procedure. 
1. Before commencing to assemble the coolam 
prmp, ensure that any damage marks on the jo~nt 
faces of the bearing housing and pump casing are 
tenified using a fine carborundum stone. 
2 lnsen the rear bearing into the housing and tap 

F+ 14-6 Pulley flange pressed onto shaft (type A) 
A 94.97 mm to 95.22 mm 

(3.739 in to 3.749 in) 

Fig. L497 Checking the pulley flange 
A Checking run-out 
8 Checking out-of-square 

down using a mallet and suitable aluminium drift until 
the bearing is approximately fius h with the front inner 
face of the housing. 
3. Fit the front bearing onto the spindle mgetfler 
whh the distance piece and insert the assembly into 
the bearing housing. Tap the spindle gently with a 
mallet until the bearing nans squarely into its bore. 
Then, remwe the spindle and using a mallet and 
aluminium drift drive the beating in10 the housing 
untit against the shoulder. This operation will also drive 
the rear baring the c m  distance into the housing. 
4. {Type C) Fit the outer abutment washer into the 
housing. 
5. Fit the from bearing retaining citelip, ensuring that 
the chamfered side is fmed away from the bearing. 
6. Fit the spindle into the housing and invert the 
housing onto the spindle front face. 
7. (fype C) Fit the inner abutment washer onto the 
spindle. 
8. Fit the rear eirelip securing the spindle into the 
housing. 
9. Wipe clean the end of the spindie and the 
counterbore in the housing with a dean cloth 
Lubricate the end of rhe spindle with clean engine oil. 
Then, tap the pressure balance seal anm the spindle 
and into the counterbore. 
10. Again Lubricate the end of the spindle with clean 
engine oil and press on the impeller, noting that a 
minimum load of at least 363 kgf (800 lbf) should be 
required. This ensures that the correct interference fit 
exists b e e n  the mating faces. 
1 l .  Using feeler gauges, ensure that the gap between 
the face of the bearing housing and the impejler is 
between 1.143 mm and 1.2 1 9 mm (0.045 in and 
0.048 in). 
f 2. Spin the assembly to ensure that the shaft rotates 
freely. 

Coobnt pump = To fit 
Fin the cmlant!purnp to the engine by reversing the 
remwa! procedure, noting the following. 
1. If the casing has been remwed from the 
crankcase. ensure that the (oint faces are free f rorn 
b u m  Any burrs should be remwed using a fine 
carborundum stone. 
2. Obtain a new gasket and modify it to suit the 
crankcase to coolant pump joint faces. 
3. Tighten all bolts to the standard torque figures 
given in Chapter P. 
4. Tighten the drive belts as detailed in Chapter E. 
5. Fill the system with coolam as described in 
Section L5. 
6. Upon completion of the assembly procedure stan 
the engine and immediately cheek for coolant system 
leaks. tf satisfactory. run the engine until normal 
operating temperature is aaained and again. check the 
coolant system for leaks. 

TSO 4400 
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Coolant 

The c m i i n g w m  should contain a 50% mixture of 
an approvsd,anti-f&Ze and watar. This m i d m  not 
only prwid& frost protection down to a temperature 
of -37.C &35'F) but h also prevents wmrsion of the 
cookm paegss. 

Refer to the Service Schedules Manual to obtain 
the specified service intervals for draining and 
replenishing the cooling system or for the fitting of a 
new themom and reve!rse flushing the system 

Except in an emergency water must net ba u#d 
to either fill or topup tha cooling system If a situation 
does arise wham waer L used the must km 
eom8ct.d at soon u passible, othsmiu wrrorion 
damage will occur to the engina coolam pausgea 

Amhfnum 
The wade names of the anti-freezes that may be used 
are UT 184 (BP - Hythe Chemicais) w Prestone It. The 

Fig. 15-1 Checking the anti-freaza toncentration 
- - 

fso urn 



Pints Litres 
-(Imp.) 

C 

Example 

Fig. L5-2 Anti-freeze correction chartto give a 50XsoIution 
A Acceptable sewice Gnge of concentration D Volume of 100% anti-freeze to be added to 
B Freezing point of coolant maintain a 50% sotution after removal of the 
C Percentage coneentmion same volume of old coolant first 
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former is used predominantly in Europe and the latter 
in Nonh America Both a r t  summer ~oolant/anti-freeze 
mtutions and are miscible, however, they must not be 
mixed with any other brand of anti-freeze. 

Anti-fraazr concentration - To cheek 
If the strength of the coolant requires increasing, 
sufficient coolant should be drained from the radiator 
and replaced with undiluted anri-freeze. A f t e ~ r d s  run 
the engine untii normal operating temperature is 
attained and the antkfreeze has become thorooghly 
mixed with the coolant Stop the engine and again 
check the concentration in the radiator. 

An acceptable level of anti-f reere concentration is 
between 45% and 50%. Therefare. as a hydrometer 
may be inaccurate where readings above 40% are 
expected it is suggested that a refractorneter (see fig. 
t5-1) is used in the following manner. 
1. Lift the plastic covet on the rehaorneter (taster) 
to expose both the mewuring window and bortom of 
the plastic cwer. 
2. Thoroughly clean both exposed sufiaces (A) with 
clean water and then wipe them dry with a clean soft 
cloth 
3. Carry out the usual workshop safely precautions. 
4. Raise the bonnet and remove the radiator cap. 
5. Release the tip of the clear plastic tube from the 
tester (B) and insert it into the coolant in the radiator. 
6. Press and then release the bulb on the end of the 
plastic tube. This will draw a small quantity of coolam 
into the tube. 
7. Withdraw the test equipment and bend the end of 
the plastic tube around the tester so that the tip of the 
tube can be inserted into the cwer plate opening. 
8. Press the bulb on the end of the plastic tube and 
eject a few drops of coolant onto the measuring 
surface (C). 
9. Point the tester towards the light and look into the 
eye piece. 

Do not open the ptastic cover when taking a 
reading. Evaporation of water from the fluid 
sample being tested csn affect the reading. 
10. The anti-freeze pmtection reading is at the point 
where the dividing line between light and dark [edge ,- 
of shadow) crosses the scale. The anti-freeze reading 
is on the right-hand scale (D). 
Note 
The tester temperature scale is reversed from s 
standard thermometer. Below zero readings are on the 
upper half of the scale. 
1 1. If the temperature reading is higher than -3 1 'C 
(-24'F) (further down on the scale) it will be 
necessary to refer to figure L5-2 and add the 
appropriate amount of anti-freeze to the system. 
Example 
A tester reading of -29°C {-20'F) is equal to an anti- 
freeze concentration af 43% and is outside the service 
limits. follow the line upwards until the angled line is 
reached. then trace the horizontal line to the scale on 
the right-hand side of the graph to find that 2 litres 
(3.5 Imp pt, 4.2 US pt) of coolant should be remwed 

from a full system and replaced with undiluted m h  
freeze. 

Once the additional concentrated a m i - M e  has 
mixed with the exining uxrtant the ptrecntaae 
eoncsrnmion will be 50%. 
12. After adding undiluted,antkfreeze, allow the 
engine to operate normally for a few days before 
carrying out further checks to  defermine the 
pementage of anti-freere concentration This will altow 
time for the anti-freeze to be thoroughty mixed W& 

the existing coolam 
Cars fmsd with a coolant expansion bottle 
The anti-freeze comntration should be chscked in 
bath the expansion berth and the radiator as 
approximatsiy 0.28 litres (0.5 Imp pt 0.6 US pt) is 
transferred to and from the expnsion bonle each time 
!he engine is warned-up and then leh to c o d  
Failure to allow the new mti-frourn to cirwlatm 
proparly will resutt in a false rurding. 
NaU 
If a feframometer is not wailabk and a hydrpmmer has 
to be used a scale reading of bennreen 1.06 and 1 ,O7 
should tse obtained, with the coolant m m m  
temperature, for the mixture to be correct. 

Coolant lwel - To check and topup 
Warning 
Both types of cooling system become prareurixed 
during engine running. therefore. extreme care 
should be taken when mrnwing tho radiator cap 
from a wmm or hot radiator. 
Cars fmed with a coolant expansion k t l e  
Routine check 
To check the coolant level outside a normal sewin 
schedule and when m cooiing/heating system fault is 
reported or suspected, proceed as follows. 
1 a. If the engine is hot ensure that the coolant kvel  
in the translucent expansion bottle is at the MAX 
mark T opup if necessary and replace the expansion 
bortle cap. 
b. If the engine is cold ensure that the coolant level 
in the translucent expansion M l e  is half-way between 
the MIN and MAX marks. Topup if necessary and 
replace t h e  expansion b n i e  cap. 
2. If  he coolant level in the expansion bottle is either 
below the MIN mark or there is no coolant in the 
expansion bottle, carry out the Full check procedure. 

Full 'check 
To check the coolant level during a service schedule 
and /or when a moling/heating system faulr is 
reported or suspected, proceed as follows. 
1. Carry out the usual workshop safety precautions. 
2. Check the coolant level in ttte translucent 
expansion bottle and if the level is low or the bonle is 
empty. add coolant to bring the level up to the MIN 
mark 
3. Ensure that the engine is not hot (to all- safe 
removal of the radiator cap). 
4. Remove the radiator cap in three stages as 
follows. 
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Turn the cap slowly anri-clockwise until a check 
positim is reached. Wait until any pressure in the 
system has been released. Press down on the cap and 
knrinue to turn it anti-clockwise until the cap is 
released 
5. Check the coolant level in the radiaror. This should 
be half-way up the filler neck 

tf the coolant level in the radiator is correct 
proceed to Operation 14. 

If the coolant level in the radiator is low but visible 
and no cooling/heating system fauh is reported or 
suspected proceed to Operation 7. 

If the codant levat in the radiator is not visible or a 
coolingfheating system fault is reported or suspected. 
proceed as follows. 
6. Check all system components. Rectify any fauhs, 
then pressure test the system 
7. Topup the radiator untif the coolant level is half- 
way up the filler neck 
8. Stan and run the engine. 
9. Turn the air conditioning system function control 
fully ctockwise to rhe defrost position 
10. Ensure the air conditioning upper system mode 
override switch is in the AUTO position. 
1 1. Allow at least one minute for the air conditioning 
wstem to stabilize and then check to ensure rhar all air 
is being directed towards the windscreen (i.e. no air is 
delivered from the lower system and the facia outlets). 
This procedure opens the heater sysrem water tap. 
1 2. Run the engine, without the radiator pressure cap 
fined until normal operating temperature is anained. 
Topop the coolant level in the radimor during this 
time. 
1,3. Switch aff ?he engine. 
t 4. Fit the radiator pressure cap by pressing it firmly 
down and turning fully clockwise. 
I 5. Topup the coolant level in the expansion bottle in 
accordance with the Routine check procedure. 

fig. 15-3 Crankcase coolant drain plug 

Cars not fitted with a coolant expansion bortle 
l. Csny out the usual workshop ssfery precautions 
2. Stan the engine and turn the air conditioning 
function eonaal fully clockwise to the defrost position 
and the upper system mode override wtch to the 
AUTO position. 

Allow approximately one minute for the system to 
attain the required setting, then check fist all air is 
being directed towards the windscreen (i.e. no air is 
delivered from the lawrcr system and the f&ii outlets]. 

This procedure opens the heater water tap and 
ensures thm the cooling system can be checked 
correctly. 
3. Switch off the ignition. 
4. Remove the radiator cap. If the engine is hat, 
muffle the cap with a thick dath and gradually turn the 
cap anti-clackwise untit the pressure is reduced, then 
remove the cap. 
5. If the coolant level is low. topup the radiator 
header tank with the correct ami-fresrdwater mixture. 
The correct level is when the coolant reaches the 
rubber seal in the filler neck Fit the radiator cap. 

Cooling system - To drain 
l .  C a q  out the usual workshop safery precautions. 
2. Place a clean container beneath the radiator drain 
tap. 
3. Open the radiator drain tap. 
4. Raise the bonner and remove the radiator pressure 
=P 
5. Detach the whkdbrown cable from the oil 
pressure switch situated adjacent to the engine oil 
filter (this switch inhibits the sir conditioning system 
until the engine is running). 
6. Switch on the ignition and turn the air 
conditioning system function switch to the defrost 
position. 
7. Ensure the air condirioning upper system mcde 
werride switch is in the AUTO position. 
8. Allow at least one minute for the air conditioning 
system to stabilize and then check to ensure that all air 
is being directed towards the windscreen {i.e. no air is 
delivered from the lower sysrem and the facia outlets). 
This procedure opens the heater system water tap. 
9. Switch off the ignition. connect the wMte/brown 
cafie (see Operalion 51 and allow the coolanr system 
to drain. 
l Q. To complete the exercise. unscrew the drain plug 
situated on both sides of the crankcase (see fig. L5-3). 

Cooling system - To fill 
1. Carry out the usual workshop safety precautions 
2. Ensure that the crankcase drain plugs are correctly 
fitted and tightened. 
3. Ensure that rhe.radiator drain tap is dosed. 
4. Disconnect the whitdbrown cable from the oil 
pressure switch situated adjacent to the engine oil 
fitter (this switch inhibits the operation of the air 
conditioning system until the engine is running). 
5. Switch on the ignition and turn the air 
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mditioning system funnron swrtch to the defrost 
-ion. 
6. Ensure the air conditioning upper system mode 
merride witch is in the AUTO position. 
7. Allow at least one minute for the air conditioning 
system to stabilize and then check to ensure that all air 
is being directed towards the windscresn (i.e. no air is 
ddivered from the lower system. and the facia outlets). 
This procedure opens the heater System water tap. 
8. Switch off the ignition and connem the 
whitidbrown cable (see Operation 4). 
9. Raise the bonnet and remove the radiator cap. 
10. FiH the system using the correct anti-freetdwater 
m u r e .  Pour rhe mixture tnto the system slowly to 
amid air locks. 
l l .  Start and run the engtne for a1 least 10 minutes 
with the pressure cap still removed. Topup the 
radiator as necessary to ensure that there is always 
codant in the radiator rop rank. Ensure that the 
thermostat has opened: indicated by a mpid warming 
d the top radiator hose. 

Cars not fined with a coolant expansion bode 
The correct level is when the coolant reaches the 
rubber seal in the filler neck Fit the radiator cap. 

12. Cars fined with a coolant expansion bottle 
Switch off the ignition ancl topup the radiator to half- 
way up the filler neck Fit the radiator cap. 
13. Using an approved anri-frewe mixture fill the 
expansion bottle up to the maximum level mark 
14. Allow the engine to cool down completdy. 
Remwe the radiator fiiler cap and cheek that the 
coolant level is half-way up the filler neck. add coolant 
if necessary. Fit the radiator cap. 
f 5. Check the level rn the expansion bonle and corren 
if necessary. 
No?e 
For the coolant system to operate correctly, i.e. for 
coolant to pass into the expansion bottle when hot and 
be drawn back into the radiator during cooling. the top- 
of the radiator must not contain an air pocket 

Coofing system - To flush 
Under no circumstancrs should a strong alkaline 
compound or detergent be used to clean the 
cooling system. Such compounds have a 
detrimental chamicsl action on aluminium rlioys 
1. Drain the cwlanr (see Cooling sysrern - To drain). 
Radiator 
2 Remwe the radiator top and bottom hoses. 
3. Connect a waste pipe to the top eonnenion on the 
'radiator. 
4. Apply mains water through the bottom connection 
ro reverse flush the radiator until the warer runs clear. 
5. Examine the top and bottom radiator hoses and 
renew any that show signs of deterioration. 
6. Turn off the water supply. disconnect the 
connections to the radiator and fit the top and bottom 
hoses- 

Enginm 
7. Remove the top md bottom hoses connecting the 
radiator to the engine. 
8. Unscrew and r d m m  the drain plug from each 
bank of engine dinders (see fig. LS-3)+ 
9. Remove the themanat (see Section L3) and again 
fit the outlet cwer. 
10. Produce a suitable adapter to fir into the cylinder 
block drain plug aperture and tonne& via a hose to the 
mains water supply. 
l l .  Turn on the water and reverse flush the coolant 
passages until the water runs dear. 
12. Repeat the operation to the drain plug aperture on 
the othur side of the crankcase. 
13. Remove the flushing equipment 
14. Fit the drain plugs. thermostat and -er. Use a 
new thermostat covar gasket 
15. Examine all coolant hoses and mew any that 
show signs of deterioration. 

Hmstmr matrix 
16. To flush -'heater system, detach the matrix feed 
hose at the water tap and the return hose at the 
coolant pump connection 
17. Connect a waste pipe to the feed hose eonnenion 
and a water main connection to the mum connection 
18. Turn on the water and reverse flush the matrix 
until the water runs clear. 
t 9. Turn off the wamr and remove the flushing 
equipment 
20. Examine all hedter system hoses and ten& any 
that show signs of deterioration. 
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Special torque tightening 
figures 

Introduction 
This seaion contains the special toque tightening 
figum applicable to Chapter L. 

For standard torque tightening figures refer to 
Chapter P. 

Section I2 Ref. Cornponmnt 

1 Eamn type fan 
coupling (LH. t h d )  

Components used during msndactum of the 
mhicie haw d i i t e n ~  thread fumahns  (Metric. UNF, 
UNC e). Themfore. when fming nuts, bhs, and 
sarscm it is import8nt to ensure that the correct 
type md she of thread formation is used. 
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Workshop tools 

EwtreetM - coolant pump immller 

Tdrquo spanner - E m  typs fan 
coupling 


